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this is not the way it’s going to be forever
No monologues
keep making archives of normally sadness.
What is important to you now?
There is no dearth of anything in the western world.
Fall back.
The contentment and sense of calm
we experience always
while the industry
we do not care
for speeds up- is fake.
in fact what we are not told is that those work might destroy us
Who needs an audience for these kinds of ventures?
We are social creatures and in times of great loss,
we desperately cling to the screen…
we are invited to heal our shared tears in the mirror…
We come together
because it is good for us to do so.
we will continue to share stories by coming together.
theatre makers are no more human than non-humans.
non-humans are theatre makers.
so why are we trying so hard to make it?

